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To all whom it may concern .' 
Be it known that I, JOHN G. REBER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi 
cago. Cook county, Illinois, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Staples, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
My invention consists in the product-ion of 

a new article of manufacture comprising a 
series of staples so assembled in Va single 
structure and secured together in such man 
ner that they may be used in a stapling ma 
chine and detached one by one in the sta 
pling operation. The staples are first 
formed and then assembled together, prefer 
ably in oblique parallel planes, to enable a 
suitable feeding device of a stapling ma 
chine to engage the staples one by one. Ac 
cording to the usual practice, stapling ma 
chines are arranged to not only form the 
staple from a continuous flat wire, but also 
to drive the same, such machines being nec 
essarily not only complicated but also re 
quiring so much space as to disqualify them 
for some kinds of work and particularly 
work where the staples are to be driven close 
together. By the use of my series of staples 
assembled together as a single structure the 
stapling machine may be of simple construc 
tion inasmuch as its only function would be 
to drive the staple, with the result that sta 
ples could be driven in close quarters and be 
driven as close together as desired. Fur 
thermore my invention enables a. gang or 
group of these simple stapling machines to 
be used whereby a series of stapling opera 
tions may be simultaneously performed. 
While in present practice I employ my in-v 
vention in connection ¿with stapling ma 
chines for stapling folding boxes and the 
like, yet- I contemplate using my invention 
wherever applicable. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 

of my new article of manufacture, illustrat 
ing one of the forms thereof; Fig. 2 a central 
longitudinal section of a Vportion of the ‘series 
of staples; Fig. 3 an end view thereof; Fig. 
4 an elevation of a modifiedform of con 
struction: Fig. 5 a section on the line 5_5 of 
Fig. 4; Fig. 6 a perspective of another modi 
fied form of construction. 
My invention may be embodied in differ 

ent forms and in the present instance I have 
shown the preferred form in Figs. 1, 2 and 

3 and two modified forms of construction in 
Figs. 4 to 6. 

Referring to the embodiment of my in 
vention as illustrated in Figs. 1. 2 and 3, the 
series of similar individual or complete 
staples 1 are formed in suitable manner by a 
machine and are assembled side bv side in 
parallel planes. VBy preference and as illus-_ 
trated in Figs. 1 and 2, I arrange or group 
these 'staples in oblique planes, that is in 
planes oblique to the general direction of the 
group, with the result that- the rearward 
edges 1a of each staple will be exposed or in 
stepped relation as illustrated in Fig. 2, 
thereby providing a surface for the engage 
ment of any suitable feeding instrumentality 
of a stapling machine in order to feed the 
staple structure inwardly after the inner# 
most staple has been detached from said 
structure and driven. While the staples are 
assembled in the manner described, the same 
are detachably secured together in any suit 
able manner, as by means of solder 2 ap~ 
plied thereto, preferably, though not, neces 
sarilv, along the two corners or bends of the 
staples. It will be understood that any suit 
able number of these staples may be a‘ssem 
bled together to form the staple structure. 
As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, my inven 

tion in its broadest aspect may be embodied 
in another form. As shown therein. the 
staples 1, instead of being arranged in par 
allel oblique planes, are arranged in parallel 
vertical planes and instead of being secured 
together by solder or the like, the same arc 
secured by means of paper 3 or other suit 
able material which will serve to hold the 
staples in assembled form but yet permit 
of the same being readily detached one by 
one by the stapling machine. In this form 
or construction the top surface of the sta 
pling structure is practically Ismooth, in 
which event a somewhat different form of 
feeding mechanism such as a belt or fric 
tion wheel is employed, as distinguished 
from a reciprocating arm or finger, which 
may be employed to feed the staple struc 
ture illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. ` 
Referring next to Fig. 6, the construction 

is similar to the one previously described. 
with the exception that the staples 1. in 
stead of being assembled` into immediate 
juxtaposition, are slightly spaced apart and 
are detachably secured together in suitable 
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lique to the general operation of the group, 
and frangible material for detachablv se 
curing the staples together; substantially as 
described. ` . 

“ 3. A series of individual staples assembled 
together in parallel planes with avportionof 
an edge of each staple exposed for engage 
ment with a feeding tool;l means for secur-` 
ing the members of the series together com 
posed of a. more readily severable material 
than that of the staples. 

4. A series of individual staples assembled 
together in parallel planes with a portion 
of each staple exposed for engagement with 
a feeding tool; means for securing the mem 
bers of the series together composed of 4a 
more readily severable material than that 

- of the staples and engaging tlie staples only 
at anglesbetween the legs and cross pieces. 

5. A series of staples 'secured/in parallel 

manner, as by means pf the strips 4 of paper 
or other suitable niaterialapplied to thë cor 
ners or bends of the staples, leaving the 
central portion on the cross pieces of the. 
staples exposed. The object of thus spac 
ing the staples is to expose an ed e of each 
staple to enable the staple reciprocating 
feeding instrument or finger to engage the 
same in the same general manner as in the 
case of the staple structure. illustrated in 
Fig. 2.' y 
By the use of a staple structure embody 

ing my invention -I am enabled to‘employ 
a more simple form of stapling machine 
which is capable of Working 'in close quar 
ters and of driving the staples compara 
tively close together, besides which the speed 
of the stapling operation is increased, in 
asmuch as thestaples are already formed 
and ready to bedriven. .I Claim: ` relation by means of a material more readily 

l. An article of manufacture, comprising severable than _the material of the staples, 
a series of individual staples assembled with the angles at the edges of the several staples 
their llíelgs, in paraíllel1 plaiìes, Ísaiâ planes be- being exposed for engagement by a tool. 
ing o ique to t e en ti o t e series of . Staples. g . JOHN> G. REBER. 

y 2. A new article of manufacture compris,- Witnesses: ' 
ing a series of individual staples lassembled S. E. HIBBEN, 
or grouped together in parallel planes ob.- Louis B. ERWIN. 
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